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The Relative Neighbourhood Graph is a part of every 30◦–Triangulation

J. Mark Keil∗ Tzvetalin S. Vassilev†

Abstract

We study sets of points in the two-dimensional Eu-
clidean plane. The relative neighbourhood graph
(RNG) of a point set is a straight line graph that
connects two points from the point set if and only
if there is no other point in the set that is closer to
both points than they are to each other. A triangu-
lation of a point set is a maximal set of nonintersect-
ing line segments (called edges) with vertices in the
point set. We introduce angular rectrictions in the
triangulations. Using the well-known method of ex-
clusion regions, we show that the relative neighbour-
hood graph is a part of every triangulation all of the
angles of which are greater than or equal to 30◦.
Keywords: triangulation, relative neighbourhood
graph, angular restriction, exclusion region

1 Introduction and basic definitions

Definition 1 For a given planar set of points S, the
relative neighbourhood graph of S, denoted by
RNG(S) consists of all edges AB, where A,B ∈ S,
such that there is no point from S that is closer to
both A and B than the distance AB.

This definition is equivalent to saying that the region
formed by the intersection of the circles with radii
|AB| centered at A and B is empty of points of S.
This region is known in the literature as a lune of the
edge AB. The lune is illustrated in Figure 1.
The relative neighbourhood graph has been exten-
sively studied with relation to optimal triangulations.
The RNG is a subsgraph of the Delaunay triangu-
lation and the Gabriel graph of a point set, and it
is a supergraph of the Minimum Spanning Tree of
the point set [1]. The RNG is therefore a connected
graph, with linear number of edges in n – the size of
the point set S. The RNG is a subgraph of the Min-
Max Length triangulation as shown in [5]. Another
interesting result there is that the RNG subdivides
the convex hull of the point set into simple polygons,
and each of these polygons contains at most one con-
vex hull edge. The connectivity is a very important
property of RNG as it automatically implies a polyno-
mial time computability of any optimal triangulation
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of which it is a part. To be more exact, this can be
done in O(n3) time and O(n2) space by Klincesk’s
algorithm (dynamic programming) [4].

Figure 1: The lune of the edge AB

Definition 2 (α-triangulation) Given a planar
point set S and an angle α such that 0◦ < α ≤ 60◦,
a triangulation T of S is called α-triangulation if and
only if all the angles in the triangles of T are greater
than or equal to α.

Angular constraints are sometimes dicated by the ap-
plication. In general it is considered that ”fat” trian-
gulations, i.e. triangulation with no small angles are
more suitable for specific purposes as mesh genera-
tion, for example. Interesting experimental results on
angle-constrained triangulations are presented in [2].
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Definition 3 (Exclusion region) Given a planar
point set S and two points A and B of S, the exclu-
sion region of the edge AB is a closed planar region
with the property that its interior is empty of other
points of S when the edge AB is a part of a specific
(optimal) triangulation.

Thus, the exclusion region is defined with reference
to some quality measure or a specific property of the
triangulation. The boundary of the exclusion region
is usually a chain of line segments, circular arcs, etc.
One classical example is the diamond-shaped exclu-
sion region for the MinimumWeight Triangulation [3].
Conversely, we are interested in the property (which
originally gave the name) that if the named region for
an edge contains point(s) from the point set, the edge
can be excluded from consideration as it will not be
a part of any triangulation with the desired property.
Next we discuss the exclusion region that results from
introducing angular constraints, we call it a forbid-
den zone.

2 Angular constraints and forbidden zones

Figure 2: Construction of the i-th (for i ≤ 4) order
triangles for α = 20◦

Definition 4 (Forbidden zone) Given a planar
point set S and an angle α such that 0◦ < α ≤ 60◦ we
call an edge AB, A,B ∈ S internal if there are points
from S on both sides of the line AB. For an inter-
nal edge AB we define the isosceles triangle �AV1B
with angles ∠V1AB = ∠ABV1 = α as a first order
triangle with respect to the edge AB. We call the
point V1 a first order vertex with respect to the
edge AB. Similarly, we call the edges AV1 and V1B
first order edges with respect to the edge AB. Note
that the point V1 might not be, and generally is not
a point from the set S. It is just a part of an aux-
iliary construction. Recursively, on each i-th order
edge we can build an isosceles triangle with base an-
gles of α and it will be (i + 1)-th order triangle with
respect to the original edge AB. As it is clear from
the construction method, for i > 1 there are multiple
i-th order triangles, edges and vertices. The vertices
in particular can be enumerated by double indexing
Vik meaning that Vik is the k-th vertex of i-th order,
where i = 2, 3, . . . , k = 1, 2, . . . , 2i−1. The construc-
tion is illustrated in Figure 2. For each triangle of i-th

order we can define its free wedge as the interior of
the angle opposite of its internal angle of 180◦ − 2α.
The union over all values of i, i = 1, 2, . . . of all free
wedges for all i-th order triangles of the edge AB is
the free zone of the edge AB. Note that some of
the i-th order triangles lie entirely in the free wedges
of triangles of lower order, thus not contributing to
the free zone. Also some of the wedges overlap. The
complement of the free zone of the edge AB is the
forbidden zone of the edge AB.

Lemma 1 If there is a point of the set S in the for-
bidden zone of the edge AB, then this edge is not a
part of any α-triangulation of S.

Figure 3: The forbidden zone of the edge AB, the
boundary line (red) up to 3rd order

Proof. In fact the forbidden zone was built so as to
ensure this property. To see that it is valid, consider
the location of a point X ∈ S inside the forbidden
zone. Remember that by our assumption the edge
AB is in some α-triangulation of S. By construction
X is in the closure of some i-th order triangle of the
edge AB. Suppose i = 1, i.e. the pointX is in the first
order triangle �AV1B. Then X is either connected
directly to the edge AB, which forms an illegal tri-
angle (both angles at A and B will be less than α),
or there is another edge of the α-triangulation that
intersects the interior of the triangle �AXB. In the
latter case, consider the ”closest” to AB edge with
this property, one of the points A or B has to be con-
nected to an endpoint of this edge, thus violating the
angular constraint. Therefore the first order trian-
gle �AV1B is empty of points of S. Let now i = 2
and assume that X is inside �V1V22B. X cannot be
connected directly to A as this will immediately vi-
olate the angular constraint. Thus there is an edge
intersecting the interior of �V1V22B. Similarly to the
previous case there will be an edge emanating form
B that either connects to X or to an endpoint of the
”closest” edge. However the edge AB is connected to
some point in the triangulation. Therefore we have
two edges emanating from B inside an angle of less
than 2α, and this violates the angular constraint. In-
ductively, by considering the edges of some triangu-
lation emanating from the points A and B, and their
intersection with the interiors of the triangles of order
up to i we will be able to show that any triangulation
containing the edge AB contains angle(s) smaller than
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α which shows the validity of the argument.
In Figure 3 the boundary line of the forbidden zone
is shown in red (bold). The forbidden zone extends
on both sides of the edge AB, although in the con-
struction we implicitly referred only to one of the half-
planes defined by the line AB. �

Corollary 2 Suppose that the edge AB has length
2a, and that α = 30◦. The forbidden zone of the edge
AB includes a rectangle with base AB and height
a√
3
. On top of this rectangle the forbidden zone in-

cludes two right triangles �V21VLV1 and �V1VRV22

with bases of 2a
3 and angles of 30◦ at V1. Refer to

Figure 4.

Figure 4: Parameters of the forbidden zone of the
edge AB = 2a for α = 30◦

3 Main result

We are going to show that the RNG is a part of
every 30◦–triangulation by showing that the forbid-
den zones of all possible edges that could intersect a
given edge AB of the RNG contain at least one of
the points A or B in their interior. Thus, in an 30◦–
triangulation, if such exists, the RNG edges cannot
be intersected by other legal edges.
Keeping the assumptions of the previous section, let
us denote the midpoint of the considered edge AB by
O. Further, let us place the edge AB on the x–axis
of a coordinate system with an origin in its midpoint
O. The points A and B have coordinates (−a, 0) and
(a, 0), respectively, where a is a positive real number.

Lemma 3 Let PQ be a segment that goes through
O and the points P and Q are on the boundary of
the lune of AB. Then the point B is in the forbidden
zone of the segment PQ.

Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that
the point P lies in the I quadrant. Let P (x, y), denote
the orthogonal projection of the point B onto the seg-
ment PQ by HB . The idea is to compute the distance
BHB and the depth of the forbidden zone of PQ at
HB and show that the first is less than or equal to the
second quantity, thus establishing the claim. It is easy
to see that HB is a point that lies in the segment OP :

the angles of triangle �OBP are all acute and BHB

is an altitude in this triangle. Using the fact that P
lies on a circle centered at A with a radius of 2a, and
the law of sines we obtain OHB =

√
a

3a−2x · x and

BHB =
√

a(a−x)(3a+x)
3a−2x . Denote the distance between

O and P by p, and the distance between O and HB

by d. We can write the depth of the forbidden zone
B(d) as a function of d and p as follows:

B(d) =


(p+ d)/

√
3 for 0 ≤ d ≤ p/2√

3(p− d) for p/2 ≤ d ≤ 2p/3
p/
√
3 for 2p/3 ≤ d ≤ p

(1)

We have to verify, therefore, that BHB ≤ B(d) for
all values of x and a. This is rather lengthy, but only
involves basic mathematics and is omitted here. The
result of this lemma was suggested by computational
experiments done by the first author using the soft-
ware package Cinderella c©. �

Figure 5: Edges PQ and P ′Q′ intersecting the RNG
edge AB in Lemmas 3 and 5
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Corollary 4 If a segment P ′Q′ properly contains an-
other segment P ′′Q′′ then the forbidden zone of P ′Q′

properly contains the forbidden zone of P ′′Q′′.

Proof. From the analytical geometry approach taken
in the proof of Lemma 3, we can use Equation 1 which
is valid in general, i.e. it describes the (left) part of
the forbidden zone of a segment of length 2p with
respect to a point that is at a distance d from the
midpoint of that segment. Now, consider extension of
the segment to the left by a length of 2h. In analytical
form it corresponds to the substitution:

{p← p− h, d← d− h}

It is now easily verified by Equation 1 that each point
that was in the forbidden zone of the original segment
is also in the forbidden zone of the extended segment.
Similarly, an extension of the segment to the right by
a length of 2h is equivalent to the substitution:

{p← p+ h, d← d+ h}

Again, Equation 1 verifies that any point that was in
the forbidden zone of the segment before its exten-
sion is still in the forbidden zone after the extension.
Figure 6 presents an illustration. �

Figure 6: Edges P ′Q′ and P ′′Q′′ and their respective
forbidden zone boundaries

Further, we have to consider possible edges that cross
AB outside of its midpoint.

Lemma 5 Let P ′Q′ be a segment such that the
points P ′ and Q′ are on the boundary of the lune
of AB. Let P ′Q′ intersect AB at a point R such that
R is between O and B. Then the point B is in the
forbidden zone of the segment P ′Q′.

Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 3, assume that the
point P ′ is in the I quadrant, further assume that
the edge PQ through O is parallel to the edge P ′Q′.
The situation is illustrated in Figure 5. Construct
the segment BP , by construction and the properties
of the lune/circles, BP intersects P ′Q′ in an internal
point, which we denote by P ′′. Similarly, if we con-
struct the segment BQ it will intersect P ′Q′ at an
internal point which we denote by Q′′. By construc-
tion �PBQ ∼ �P ′′BQ′′ because of the fact that PQ

and P ′′Q′′ are parallel. Because of the similarity of
the two triangles and the scaling property the fact
that B is in the forbidden zone of PQ, established
in Lemma 3, implies that B is also in the forbidden
zone of P ′′Q′′. Thus, we have two segments, namely
P ′′Q′′ and P ′Q′ that satisfy the premises of Corollary
4. We conclude that B is in the forbidden zone of the
edge P ′Q′. Since any edge crossing AB is parallel to
an edge crossing AB and going through its midpoint,
the claim of this lemma is established. �

Theorem 6 The relative neighbourhood graph of a
planar set of points is part of every 30◦–triangulation
of this set (if such a triangulation exists).

Proof. It is evident form Lemmas 3 and 5 that the
edges of the relative neighbourhood graph of a planar
point set S cannot be intersected by any other edge
in a 30◦–triangulation, if such a triangulation exists.
Therefore, they must be in every 30◦–triangulation, if
such a triangulation exists. �

4 Conclusion

The result presented in this paper is tight. In other
words, there is no guarantee that for an angle α < 30◦

the relative neighbourhood graph will be part of every
(or any) α–triangulation. A four-point example can
be constructed that shows this. Consider a pair of
points A and B as per the notation used throughout
this paper, and two other points C and D ”slightly”
outside the lune of AB, placed on the right side of
the perpendicular bisector of AB infinitesimally close
to it. Analysis shows that we can make the angles
∠DCB and ∠CDB as close to 30◦ as we want, while
keeping the point B outside of the forbidden zone of
the edge CD.
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